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Objectives
The objective is research create to a helpful website tutorial for 
the Informatics and Computing class (CIS 115) that will be taught 
at Spelman College starting Fall 2012. The website would be used 
to make it easier for biology students understand how computers 
make it very e�cient to analyze DNA sequences. By understand-
ing the background of the programming language python. This 
objective will lead to further exploration of using Bioinformatics 
to help biologist results of analyzing DNA sequences more accu-
rate.

Abstract
According to Gibas bioinformatics is the science of using informa-
tion to understand biology. It’s a division of a larger �eld of compu-
tational biology, which is an application of quantitative analytical 
techniques in modeling biological systems. Bioinformatics makes it 
possible to do exciting things such as compare DNA sequences and 
generate results that are potentially signi�cant. Bioinformatics tool 
also gives biologist the opportunity to over interpret data and 
assign meaning where none really exists. The goal of this research 
project was to develop a web-based bioinformatics tutorial that 
would be a guide for students studying biology to learn the wide 
range of computational techniques to analyze biology data. The 
website combines audio, video, and text to appeal to diverse learn-
ing styles.

Methods and Materials
 
There were speci�c programs that had to be used to conduct this research. The pro-
grams that were being used were Xcode (pure python version 2.5). Xcode is an Inte-
grated Development Environment containing a suite of software development tools 
developed by Apple Inc. Another program used was Unix (iTerm) Unix is a system that 
allows a user to compile and run programs. Before the development of the website 
tutorial I had to get familiar with the using python, a computer programming 
language, and working with Unix. There is wide range of tutorial subjects such as: input 
and output, decisions statement, loops, using functions, and using classes. Each tutorial 
deals with programming using a programming language called Python. Once familiar 
with working with these program tutorials and course work were developed and 
sampled by current biology students at Spelman College. The biology students gave 
suggestions and feedback on how they felt the tutorials helped them understand 
Bioinformatics. This objective will lead to further exploration of using Bioinformatics to 
help biologist results of analyzing DNA sequences more accurate.

Results/Discussions
The website is divided into sections, lesson 1- lesson 8. Each 
lesson is designated to learn a speci�c part of Biopython 
programming. The website created has an easy to use guide that 
guides the user through the lessons. This website can be viewed 
by at: 
http://axserver01.spelman.edu/~johnsonjaz/PythonTut.html

Conclusion
Although the website was successfully completed, in the 
future I would like to add video tutorials to the website to 
help explain in-depth and enhance the learning of Informat-
ics and Computing in biology students.
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